“

ClassPass is thrilled to continue its commitment in motivating people to
Psoriasis: The Inside Story. We’re excited to work with our campaign
partners to empower the millions of people living with this chronic
autoimmune disease to explore a variety of fitness experiences.

“

be their best selves and lead inspired lives through participation in

“

“

Burlington Stores, a national retailer, is pleased to partner with

Psoriasis: The Inside Story, to provide valuable style tips for those living
with the disease. We truly believe that Style is for Everyone, and we’re

dedicated to making fashion accessible and affordable so that everyone

can feel confident achieving that personal sense of style we all strive for.

“

All of us at Fodor's believe that travel should be accessible to everyone.
to help those managing psoriasis to understand that - with a little
strategic planning - a world of majestic travel is well within reach.

“

We're proud to participate in the Psoriasis: The Inside Story effort

It is an honor to participate in
Psoriasis: The Inside Story! Advocacy for patients
is as much a part of me as my psoriasis is.
I hope you are inspired after your visit here.

“

“

LORI-ANN HOLBROOK

I feel like there hasn't been anything like Psoriasis: The Inside Story

“

“

SABRINA SKILES

before that truly shows what it is like to live with psoriasis. Not just that,
but a campaign that touches on every aspect of our lives from
style to fitness to intimacy to traveling. It's refreshing
and I feel so proud to be a part of that!

“

TODD BELLO

I'm on a mission to help find a cure for our autoimmune disease and I feel

“

this campaign can help a lot of people until that day comes. Psoriasis: The Inside Story
helps raise awareness and hopefully empowers those who suffer to seek help and get
control of their disease. Just knowing I'm not in this alone makes me feel
more comfortable in my own skin. I’m hoping others feel the same way.

It breaks my heart to think that so many of those
living with psoriasis struggle with feeling as beautiful
as they are just because of their disease.

“

“

I am thrilled to be a part of Psoriasis: The Inside Story.

“

“

It’s an honor to work with people living with psoriasis through the

important work being done on Psoriasis: The Inside Story. I’m delighted to
offer relationship advice as a part of this campaign; it is my hope that I can

reach some of the millions living with this autoimmune disease and help them
to lead more fulfilled lives through deeper, more meaningful relationships.

